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26 Oktober 2019, Jakarta Fashion Week.  
 
Started from Indonesia Fashion Forward in 1025, LEKAT has now been given 
the opportunity to present 16 looks from Spring Summer 20 collection at 
Jakarta Fashion Week 2020. 
 
LEKAT has always been identical to Baduy textiles;the intricacies, the details 
in its patchwork and the hand weaving finesse. This time we make it more 
simple, vibrant and fresh. One of which is the usage of patchwork that has 
already been produced: discarded textiles and leftover material from textile 
factories in Indonesia. Regarded as ‘Upcycle’. 
 
Amanda I. Lestari, as Creative Director visited a textile factory and noticed a 
pile of fabrics in a room and asked, “What do you do with these lettover 
materials?” Where she was told that these materials are left there to be 
discarded. She was then enlightened with the idea to recycle theses 
discarded materials, realizing the was one in many textiles factories in 
Indonesia that must have an abundance of material to reuse an reimplement 
into her designs. 
 
LEKAT can be associated as sustainable fashion as they utilize cotton 
material, natural coloring and recycled material and fabrics into accessories. 
But moreover, regarded as sustainable as they produce timeless items. 
 
In this collection there are items that utilize the ‘upcycle’ technique, the 
creation of patterns with collaboration with illustrator, Angela Judiyanto and 
various handwoven Baduy textiles. Items being showcased are also more 
casual and simple and can be used on a daily basis.  

Tentang Jakarta Fashion Week  
Jakarta Fashion Week is the main fashion week in Indonesia since 2007. It is designated as the 
Indonesian fashion industry's driving platform; Jakarta Fashion Week provides direction for fashion 
activists and provides a prestigious arena to showcase the talent and creativity of the domestic fashion 
world. Throughout the year, Jakarta Fashion Week also holds various capacity building programs for 
international industry players. Jakarta Fashion Week is organized by GCM Group. 
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